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I • TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATIONS 
An ine1.:dence system (P ,L) is a set P of points together with a collec-
tion L of subsets of cardinality> I, called lines. If (P,L) is an incidence 
system then the point graph or collinearity graph of (P,L) is the graph 
(P,r) whose vertex set is P and whose edges consist of the pairs of collinear 
points. The incidence system is called connected whenever its collinearity 
graph is connected. Likewise terms such as (co)cliques, paths will be ap-
plied freely to (P,L) when in fact they are meant for (P,r). We let d(x,y) 
for x,y E P d~note the ordinary distance in (P,r) and write 
r. (x) = {y E P I d(x,y) = i}. 
J. 
Also 
r (x) = r 1 (x) and .L x = {x} u r(x). 
For a subset X of P we write 
, x.L = n 
XEX 
.L 
X 
If z E P and X,Y are subsets of P, then 
d(z,X) = inf d(z,x) 
XEX 
and d(X,Y) = inf (y,X). 
yEY 
A subset X of Pis called a subspace of (P,L) whenever each point of Pon 
a line bearing two distinct points of Xis itself in X. A subspace Xis 
called singular whenever it induced a clique in (P,r). The length i of a 
longest chain x0 ~ x1 ~ .•. ~Xi= X of nonempty singular subspaces Xj of X 
is called the rank of X. 
For a subset X of P, the subspace generated by Xis denoted <X>. Note 
that it is ¥Tell defined as Pis a subspace containing X. Furthermore, L(X) 
denotes the set of lines contained in X. The incidence system (P,L) is 
called linear if any two distinct points are on at most one line. If x,y 
are collinear points of a linear incidence system, then xy denotes the 
unique line through them. Thus xy = <x,y>, where <x,y> is short for <{x,y}>. 
If Fis a family of subsets of P and x E P, then F denotes the 
X 
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subfamily of F of members containing x. Also, L(F) denotes the collection of 
L(X) for XE F. Finally, a line is called thick if there are at least three 
points on it. 
2. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE THEOREM 
Metasymplectic spaces were introduced by H. FREUDENTHAL [6] as part of 
the study of geometries of type F4 • A set of axioms together with a char-
acterization in terms of buildings of type F4 under mild additional condi-
tions, can be found in Tits' work [8,pp.215-217] . Our starting point will 
be the definition given there. In order to state the definition, however, 
we need the notion of polar spaces. For a definition of polar spaces of 
rank n we could cite [I] or [8]. Instead, we shall formulate the celebrated 
Buekenhout-Shult theorem from [l] for two reasons: i) it can be used as an 
alternative definition, and ii) it suffices for our purposes. 
2.1. THEOREM (Buekenhout-Shult). Let (P,L) be an incidence system and let 
n be a natural number. Then P together with its singular subspaces is a 
polar space of rank~ n if and only if the following holds: 
(Pl) No point of Pis collinear with all of P. 
(P2) For each point x of P and line l of L with xi l, xis collinear 
with either one or all points of l. 
(P3) The singular subspaces of P are of rank :,; n. 
It is well known that the extra hypothesis in [I] that all lines be 
thick is superfluous. Therefore, it is omitted here. 
The theorem can be used as a definition of a polar space of rank:,; n. 
Of course, a polar space of rank n is a polar space of rank:,; n which is 
not a polar space of rank:,; n-1. Polar spaces of rank 2 are called 
generalized quadrangles. This means that all generalized quadrangles are 
nondegenerate (i.e. axiom Pl holds). We shall often abuse language and 
call incidence systems polar spaces when in fact the associated geometry 
of its points and all its singular subspaces is a polar space. Similarly 
for projective spaces. The singular subspaces of polar spaces have the 
structure of projective spaces. 
2.2. DEFINITIONS. A metasymplectic space is a set Pin which some subsets, 
called lines, planes and symplecta are distinguished, and satisfy the fol-
lowing axioms: 
(Ml) The intersection of i;i;;o distinct symplecta is empty, or is a point, 
a line or a plane. 
(M2) A symplecton, together with the "linear subspaces", empty set, points, 
lines and planes contained in it, is a polar space of rank 3. 
(M3) Considering the set x* of all symplecta containing a given point x of 
P, and calling lines (resp. planes) of x* the subsets of x* consisting 
of all syrrplecta containing a plane (resp. a line) through x, one also 
obtains a polar space of rank 3. 
A classical result of Veblen and Young characterizes projective spaces 
in terms of points and lines. The Buekenhout-Shult Theorem is a character-
ization of polar spaces in terms of points and lines. More recently, 
CAMERON [2] and SHULT-YANUSHKA [7] obtained a characterization of reverse 
(or dual) polar spaces in terms of incidence systems. Also Cooperstein's 
work [5] provides characterizations of this kind of certain geometries 
, 
associated with buildings of Lie type. We shall make use of some of these 
results (see Section 3) to prove the following characterization of meta-
symplectic spaces in terms of points and lines. 
2.3. THEOREM. Let (P,L) be a connected incidence system. Then P and L can 
be identified with the points and lines of a connected metasymplectic 
space with thick lines or a polar space of rank 3 with thick lines if and 
only if (P,L) satisfies the following axioms: 
(Fl) For each x E P and each l EL either O, 1 or all points of l are 
collinear with x. 
i i i (F2) For each pair x,y E P with x E y, the graph on x n y is not a 
clique. 
(F3) For each pair x,y E P with x t yi, such that xi n yi contains at least 
i;i;;o points, xi n yi together with the lines whose points are all in 
xi n yi is a genemlized quad:Pangle with thick lines. 
(F4) There are no minimal 5-circuits: i.e. given x1,x2,x3,x4 ,x5 E P with 
xi E r 1(xi+l)\xt+2 for each i (indices taken mod 5), there is an,i 
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(FS) 
for which xi is collinear with a point on a line through x.+2 and x.+3• i i 1 1 
If x,y,z E Pare such that x n y has at least two points and 
y E zi, then xi n zi # ~. 
To facilitate notations, a connected incidence system satisfying 
(Fl), ••• ,(FS) is called a metapolar space. The theorem states that the 
metapolar spaces of diameter 3 are precisely the connected metasymplectic 
spaces with thick lines (whose planes and symplecta are discarded). 
2.4. REMARK. An incidence system satisfying (Fl), (F2), (F3) is linear and 
completely deter>mined by its collinearity graph. For, if (P,L) is such a 
system and x E P, y E r 1(x), then there are u,v E P with u i vi such that 
i i i i 
x,y Eu n v by (F2), so that u ·· n v is a generalized quadrangle by (F3). 
If l is a line on x,y, then all its points belong to ui n vi according to 
(Fl), so that ls ui n vi and lii £ {u,v}iii = ui n vi. Thus lii is a 
clique containing land contained in a generalized quadrangle and there-
fore equal to l. But li £ {x,y}i s li (again, using (F2)) whence 
l = lii = {x,y}ii. This settles the remark. 
We shall now briefly discuss the individual axioms. Axiom (Fl) states 
that (P,L) is a Gamma space in D.G. Higman's terminology. It is known [4], 
that the points and lines in a metasymplectic space arising from a building 
of type F4 satisfy this property. 
Axiom (F2) is a nondegeneracy condition. Together with (Fl), (F3) it 
ensures that the incidence system is in fact determined by its collinearity 
graph (as we have just seen) and that there do indeed exist generalized 
quadrangles. Generalized hexagons but also near octagons without 4-circuits 
(see [3]) are examples of incidence systems satisfying all axioms 
(Fl), ••• ,(FS) except for (F2). 
Axiom (F3) provides the building blocks for symplecta. It may be 
regarded as a slight extension of Cooperstein's axiom 1.4 of [5]. 
Axiom (F4) is a weakened version of the near n-gon property (of [7]) 
that for any x E P and l EL with d(x,l) = 2 there is a unique point on l 
nearest x. The geometries described by Cooperstein in Theorem B of [5] are 
examples of incidence systems in which all other axioms hold and which 
are not metasymplectic spaces. 
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Axiom (F5) may be viewed as another nondegeneracy condition. For it 
rules out bouquets of polar spaces, i.e. geometries (P,L) containing a point 
x such that any connected component of P\{x} joined with {x} forms a sub-
space which is a polar space. Clearly, these bouquets satisfy all other 
axioms. 
The proof of the theorem consists of Sections 4 and 5. 
To conclude this introduction we give three more axioms which hold in 
metapolar spaces. It might be of interest to know to what extent they could 
replace axioms in the theorem. 
(F6) For x E p· and l EL either I or all points y of l satisfy 
d(x,y) = d(x,l). 
(F7) For l,m EL either I or all paints x of l satisfy d(x,m) = d(l,m). 
(F8) Far x E P, l EL with d(x,l) = 2, there is at mast one paint yin l 
for which xL n yL contains at least two paints. 
The proofs of (F6), (F7) for metapolar spaces are omitted as they are 
immediate consequences of the results in Section 4. Axiom (F8) is shown to 
hold in 4 .'4. 
3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Most of the material in this section is taken from the sources [2], 
[5] and [7]. The first leIImla is a slightly altered version of Proposition 
2.5 in [7], to which the reader is referred for a proof. 
3. I. LEMMA (Shult-Yanushka). Let (P,L) be an incid,ence system with thick 
lines such that far x E P, l EL with d(x,l) ~ 2, there is a unique paint 
of l nearest x. Then (P,L) is linear. Moreover., if a 1,a2 ,a3 ,a4 is a 
minimal 4-circuit in P (i.e. a. E r(a.+ 1)\a7+2·far aU i., indices taken mod4), 1 . 1 1 
then 
Q = {x E P I d(x,aiai+I) ~ I far each i} 
is a subspace of P which., together with the lines it contains., is a 
generalized quad.rangle such that far any x E P\Q., the intersection xL n Q 
contains at mast one point. 
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3.2. DEFINITIONS. Let (P,L) satisfy the hypotheses of the above lennna. The 
subspaces X obtained from minimal 4-circuits as above are called quads. Two 
points x,y of mutual distance 2 are contained in at most one quad, denoted 
by Q(x,y). Hence the intersection of two quads is either empty or a singular 
subspace. 
If (P,L) is a connected incidence system, it is called a near hexagon 
(cf. [7]) whenever it satisfies the following axioms: 
(NI) For each x E P and l EL there is a unique point of l nearest x. 
(NZ) The diameter of (P,r) is at most 3. 
The near he.xagon (P, L) is called classical if it has thick lines and 
also satisfies: 
(N3) For each x E P, y E r2 (x), the set xi n yi contains at least two points. 
(N4) For each quad Q and x E P\Q, the intersection xi n Q is nonempty. 
3.3. LEMMA. Let (P,L) be a connected incidence system with thick lines such 
that for x E P, l EL with d(x,l) ~ 2, there is a unique point of l nearest 
x, and suppose (N3) holds for (P,L). Then (P,L) is a classical near hexagon 
if and only if the intersection of no two quads 1.,s a point. Moreover, if 
this is the case, then: 
(NS) For each quad Q and x E P\Q the intersection xi n Q is a singleton. 
(N6) Given a quad Q and distinct collinear x,y E P for which there are non-
c0Uinea10 u, v E Q satisfying v E xi and u E yi, then xy ~ Q. 
PROOF. We shall leave the proof of (NS) and (N6) for a classical near 
hexagon to the, reader. 
If (P,L) is a classical near hexagon and Q,R are distinct quads with 
x E Q n R for some x E P, we need to verify that Q n R contains another 
point. Take z E r 2 (x) n R. Then z t Q as Q n Risa clique. In view of (N4) 
there is y E P with y E zi n Q. Note that x# y. If y E xi, then 
i i i y Ex n z ~ R, so Q n R contains x,y as wanted. On the other hand, y t x 
i implies d(x,y) = 2 = d(x,z), so that there is w E yz n x by (NI). Now 
w E (xi n zi) n (xi n yi) ~ Q n Rand we are done since w f x. 
To prove the converse, let (P,L) be an incidence system satisfying the 
hypothesis and assume that the intersection of no two quads is a point. Let 
Q be a quad and let x E P\Q, y E xi n Q. Take z E xi\xy and consider the 
quad Q(y,z) whose existence is guaranteed by (N3) and Lennna 3.1. Since 
y E Q n Q(y,z), there must be a line m such that Q n Q(y,z) = m and there 
is w Em n 2:.1 s_ Q n z.1. By induction with respect to the length of a path 
from an arbitrary point z of P\Q to a point of Q, we get Q n z.l f:. 0 for 
any z E P\Q, proving (N4). 
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It remains to show that for z E P and l EL we have d(z,l)::;; 2. We may 
assume that the diameter of (P,L) is~ 3. Thus there exists a quad R con-
taining l. Note that for z ER, we have d(z,l) ::;; 1. Hence for arbitrary 
z E P, axiom (N4) yields d (z ,l) ::;; d (z, R) + 1 ::;; 2. This finishes the proof. D 
The significance of classical near hexagons will become clear from the 
following re!sult, which is a consequence of Theorem 1 in [2] reformulated in 
the terminology of near hexagons [7]. 
3.4. THEORE}1 (Cameron, Shult-Yanushka). Let (P,L) be a connected incidence 
system with thick lines. Then (P,L) is a generalized quad:£,angle if and only 
if it is a classical near hexagon of diameter 2. Moreover., P can be iden-
tified with the maximal singular subspaces of a polar space of rank 3 in 
such a way t;hat any Une is the set of such subspaces containing a Une of 
, 
the po Zar space ( and conversely) if and only if (P , L) is a c Zassica l near 
hexagon of diameter 3. 
We are now in a position to reformulate axiom (M3) in terms of near 
hexagons. Recall that if Fis a collection of subsets of P, then L(F) 
XX 
for x E P denotes the collection of subsets of lines through x contained 
in a member of Fon x. 
3.5. COROLLA.RY. Let (P,L) be an incidence system with thick lines in which 
collections V.,S of subsets of Pare distinguished. Then (P,L) together with 
V for its coUection of planes and S for its coUection of sympZecta., is a 
metasymplectic space if and only if (Ml), (M2) and (M3) 3 hold., where (M3) d 
for d = 2 , 3 is the fol lowing axiom: 
(M3)d For any x E P, (L ,L(V) ) is a classical near hexagon of diameter d 
X XX 
whose quads are the members of L(S) • 
XX 
In the remainder of this section we recall some properties of incidence 
systems satisfying (Fl), (F2) and (F3). They can be found in Section 3 of 
[5], where instead of (F3) a slightly stronger statement holds. However, 
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the proofs are still valid in our case, so we shall not bother to copy 
them. 
3.6. LEMMA. Let (P,L) be an incidence system for which (Fl) holds. Then 
(i) maximal cliques are singular subspaces; 
(ii) for an:y clique X of P, the subspace <X> is singular; 
(iii) if Xis a subset of P, then r is a subspace. 
3.7. LEMMA. Suppose (P,L) is an incidence system for which (Fl), (F2), 
(F3) hold. Then 
(i) if l,m EL with d(l,m) = 1, then d(y,m) = 1 for exactly l or all 
points y of l; 
(ii) if d(x,y) = 2 and xL n yL contains at least -two points, then {x,y}LL 
is a coclique; 
(iii) if x,y,z fomz a clique in P not contained in a line, then {x,y,z}L is 
a maximal singular subspace. 
3.8. PROPOSITION (Cooperstein). Let (P,L) be an incidence system satisfying 
(Fl)., (F2),, (F3). If x,y E P with d(x,y) = 2 have at least -two common 
neighbors, the subset S(x,y) of all points z E P satisfying zL n l # 0 for 
each line l of xL n yL is a subspace which is a polar space of rank 3. 
Moreover, S(x,y) = <{x} u {y} u {x,y}L>, provided all lines are thick. 
3.9. DEFINITIONS. Let (P,L) be as in the preceding proposition. Any pair 
x,y E P with d(x,y) = 2 such that xL n yL contains at least two points will 
be called a symp pair. The subspace S(x,y) from above for such x,y will be 
called the symp on x,y and will be denoted as in the proposition. 
L The following corollary shows that the symp on x,y for x t y is the 
unique symp containing x,y. 
3.10. COROLLARY. If (P,L) is an incidence system in which (Fl),(F2),(F3) 
hold, and if S,T are symps in P, then Sn Tis a singular subspace. 
3.11. LEMMA. Let (P,L) be as in Proposition 3.8. 
(i) Each singular subspace of rank~ 2 is contained in a symp. Hence it 
is a point, a line or a projective plane; 
(ii) if Mis a singular subspace a:nd M properly contains a line, then Mis 
a projective space. 
4. METAPOLAR SPACES ARE EITHER POLAR OR METASYMPLECTIC 
Throughout this section (P,L) is a metapolar space. Let V be the col-
lection of maximal singular subspaces. Their members are called planes. 
This name will be justified by Lemma 4.2. Furthermore, write S for the 
collection of symps. We shall show that (P,L) with points, lines, planes 
and S for the collection of symplecta satisfies axioms (Ml), (M2) and 
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(M3)d ford= 2 or 3. First of all, note that (M2) follows from Proposition 
3.8. 
4.1. LEMMA. Let xl'x2,x3,x4,x5 be a 5-circuit in P with xi Er 1 (xi+l)\xt+2 
(indices mod 5) for all i. Then there is a symp S containing all x .• 1. 
PROOF. By (F4), there is i, say i = 1, and w E P with {w}=r(x1) n x3x4• 
i i i Note that w I x3,x4• If w E x2, then x2 E (x3w) by (Fl), and x2 E x4 , 
. , i . '1 1 .J i B i i contradiction. Hence wt x2; s1.m1. ar y w ~ x5• ut x 1,x3 E x2 n w, so 
x2,w is a symp pair and x4 E wx3 s S(x2 ,w) in view of_Proposition 3.8. Thus 
x 1,x4 E S(x2 ,w) and S(x1,x4) = S(x2,w) as d(x 1,x4) = 2 by the same proposi-
tion. The conclusion is that all xi are in S(x2,w). D 
4.2. LEMMA. Maximal singular subspaces of Pare projective spaces. 
PROOF. Axiom (F2) yields that lines are not maximal cliques. Let M be a 
maximal clique and suppose l,m are lines in M with l nm= 0. We shall 
derive a contradiction. Take a El and b Em and let x E li\bi, y E mi\ai 
(such x,y exist according to (F2)). Then xi n M =land yin M = m; for 
if z E xi n M, then z E xi n bi which is then a generalized quadrangle 
containing l,z with z Eli, so that z El (the reasoning for yin M =mis 
similar). Now axiom (FS) applied to y,a,x yields d(x,y) ~ 2. If x = y, then 
m =yin M ~ l um, sol= m which is absurd. If d(x,y) = 1, then 
b,x E {a,y}i s S(a,y) and d(b,x) = 2 so that S(a,y) = S(b,x) and 
l,m s S(a,y). Thus <l,m> s S(a,y). But then <l,m> is a singular subspace 
(Lennna 3.6(ii)) of a polar space which is not a projective plane, contradiction. 
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H d( ) 2 L .i .i d . h ~ D ence, x,y = • et z Ex n y, an notice tat z ~~um. We may 
assume y.i n ax= 0 and x.i n by= 0 by applying the previous argument to 
the point of y.i n ax instead of x if y.i n ax I 0 (and similarly for 
.i 
x n by I 0). This yields that xi S(a,y), y t S(b,x). Apply now Lemma 4.1 
to the 5-circuit x,a,b,y,z, to obtain z E a.i u b.1. As this holds for any 
D .L .L f d .• pair a,b with a E ~, b Em, we have z E a 1 n a2 or two istinct ai Em 
(if necessary, after interchanging the role of R.. and m). This implies 
R.. c z.1. Notice that {z},m ca.in y.i and that z l mas x.i nm= 0. Let 
- .i - .1 o.L .L 3 1c···) b be such that {b} = z nm. Now z E b1 n ~, so z Em by Lemma • iii, 1 1 .i 
conflicting that_a.i n y is a generalized quadrangle. This contradiction 
ends the proof. D 
4.3. COROLLARY. 
(i) If x,y,z foP111 a cZique in P and aPe not aZZ thPee on a Zine, then 
<x,y,z> is a pPojective pZane. 
(ii) Each maximaZ singuZaP subspace of (P,L) is a pPojective pZane con-
tained in at Zeast one syrrrp. 
(iii) Axiom (Ml) hoZds. 
PROOF.(i) According to Lemma 3.6(ii), <x,y,z> is a singular subspace of P, 
hence contained in a maximal singular subspace. But then the above lemma 
implies that <x,y,z> coincides with the maximal singular subspace. 
(ii) Given a maximal singular subspace, take x,y,z not all three on a line. 
By Lemma 3.7(iii), {x,y,z}.i is a maximal singular subspace, and by (i) this 
must be <x,y,z>. On the other hand, axiom (F2) leads to a point u E P\z.i 
with u E (xy).1. Now u,z is a symp pair, so that S(u,z) is a symp containing 
x,y,z, hence <x,y,z>, and we are done. 
(iii) Use the lemma and Corollary 3.lO(ii). D 
4.4. COROLLARY. Let x E P and R.. EL satisfy d(x,R..) = 2. Then x.L n R...i contains 
at most one point. In otheP woPd.s, (F8) hoZd.s. 
PROOF. Suppose y,z are distinct points of x.i n R...1. Axiom (F3) applied to 
.i .i 
x,R.. in y n z yields that y,z are collinear. By the above lemma, 
.i .i yz n R.. I 0, say w ER.. n yz. Now x E (yz) , so that x E w and d{x,R..) ~ 1. 
This settles the corollary. D 
4.5. LEMMA. Suppose Sis a syrrrp in P and x € P\S. Then xi n Sis either 
empty or a Une. 
L L L PROOF. Suppose x € y for some y € S. If z € (x n S)\y, then 
L L L 
x € y n z s S(y,z) = S by Corollary 3.10, conflicting x € P\S. Sox n S 
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is a clique on y. In view of Corollary 4.3 we need only to show that xi n S 
contains a point distinct from y. Assume the contrary. Let v €Sn r2 (y). 
L L By (FS), d(v,x) ~ 2, whence d(v,x) = 2. Let z Ev n x. Clearly z f y. If 
L L 
u Ev n y, then u,y,x,z,v is a 5-circuit with d(u,x) = d(v,x) = d(v,y) = 2. 
This 5-circuit is not in a symp, for else this symp would coincide with 
S(v,y) = S so that x € S. By Lenuna 4.1, this implies z € uL U yL. If z E yL, 
then z € {x,y,v}L s xi n Sand we are done. We may therefore assume that 
z € uL for any u € vi n yL. Choose u 1,u2 € vi n yL with u 1 t. u~. Then 
z € u~ nu~ s S by Corollary 3.10, whence z € xi n S, finishing the proof. 0 
4.6. LEMMA. Let x € P, l EL with d(x,l) = 2 and suppose xi n lL I 0. Then 
there is exactly one pointy in l such that x,y is a syrrrp pair. 
PROOF. We ,shall first establish existence. By Corollary 4.4 there is c € P 
with {c} = xi n lL. Thanks to (F2) we get b E lL\cL. According to axiom 
(FS), d(x,b) ~ 2. If b = x, then d(x,l) = 1 since x,l s bin cL, contradic-
tion. Sob f x. But b t. xi by Corollary 4.4. Hence d(x,b) = 2. 
b i L . o • Let w E n x. Suppose there is no y E ~ such that x,y is a symp 
pair. Then x,c,y,b,w is a 5-circuit which is not contained in a symp for 
any y EL As d(x,b) = d(b,c) = d(x,y) = 2, Lenuna 4. 1 implies that 
L L if w € L L L there is u € l, with w € C n Y . But C , then {w} ,l s b n C , so 
L 
and u,x is a symp pair, as desired. w,c € {u,x} 
L L each y € l, L n lL, conflicting Assume w t. c • Then w E y for so w € X 
with Corollary 4.4. This shows that there is at least one y El for which 
x,y is a symp pair. 
Let us now suppose that y,z are distinct points of l such that both 
L L 
x,y and x,z are symp pairs. Let c be as before and choose a€ x n y, 
d E xi n zL with a,d f c. Note that a f d, d t. yL, at. zL by Corollary 4.4. 
Now a,y,z,d,x is a 5-circuit not contained in a symp, for d(x,yz) = 2. Thus 
Lenuna 4.1 yields a€ di. Take v € xi n zL\dL, v f c. Then a E vi by the 
same reasoning as above (with v instead of d), so that S(x,z) = S(d,v) = 
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= S(a,z) = S(d,y) = S(x,y) by repeated application of Corollary 3.IO(i). It 
follows that x,y,z are in one symp, which is absurd. This concludes the 
proof. D 
4.7. LEMMA. The intersection of -two distinct symps is empty, a point, or 
a plane. 
PROOF. Let S,T be two distinct symps. In view of (Ml) (see Corollary 4.3(iii)) 
it suffices to show that if Sn T contains a line l, then Sn Tis a plane. 
Choose a,b El with a# band x € r 2 (b) n r 1(a) n s, y € r 2(a) n r 1(b) n T. 
Note that xi T -and y i S. According to (FS), d(x,y) ~ 2. Note that x # y, 
because xi r 2 (a). If d(w,y) = I for a point w € xa, then x €was S(a,y) = T 
and Sn T contains x,b while xi bi, contradicting Corollary 3.IO(ii). 
i i Thus d(x,y) = 2. Let z € x n y and consider the 5-circuit x,a,b,y,z. 
Clearly z i ab. As x,a,y are not in a symp, Le11lllla 4.1 implies that 
z € ai n bi. Without harming generality we may assume z € ai. But then 
z € {a,y}i s S(a,y) = T. Notice that a€ bin (xz)i and x,b € S, while 
z,b € T. It follows from Le11lllla 4.6 applied to band xz that d(b,xz) = I. 
Let w € r 1(~) n xz. If w # z, then x € wz s S(b,z) = T, contradiction. 
The conclusion is that z € bi, so that z €bin xis S(b,x) =Sand 
z €Sn T as desired. D 
Recall that for w € P the collection of lines (planes, symps, respec-
tively) containing w is denoted by L, (V ,S, respectively) and that 
w w w 
L(V ) (and L(S ) ) denotes {L(M) I M € V } (and {L(S) I S € S }, respec-
w w WW W W W W 
tively). 
4.8. LEMMA. For each w € P, (L, L(V) ) is a classical near hexagon whose W WW 
quads are the members of L(S ) • 
WW 
PROOF. L # 0 by axiom (F2) applied tow= x = y. We verify the hypotheses 
w 
of Le11lllla 3.3. Denote by d the distance function in the collinearity graph 
w 
of (L, L(V) ). The lines of this incidence system are thick as the lines W WW 
of (P,L) are thick. To begin, let M € V and l € L. Then there is 
w w 
m € L\L with w € mi and M = <m,w> and y E r(w) such that l = yw. 
w 
If d (l,L(M) ) = O, then l c Mand l is the unique line in L(M) nearest l. 
w w - w 
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If d (lL(M) ) = I, then any linen in L(M) nearest l spans a plane with l. 
w w w 
So if n 1,n2 are two such lines, ls n~ n n~ = M by Corollary 4.3, contradict-
ing d (l,L(M) ) = I. 
w w 
Furthermore, d (l,L(M) ) > I implies d{y,m) = 2 and by Lemma 4.6 there 
w w 
is a unique x Em such that d (l,xw) = 2. 
w 
So far,. we have seen that (L ,L(V ) ) satisfies (NI) and is connected 
w w w 
with diameter 2 or 3. We next claim that the quads of (L ,L(V) ) are the 
w w w 
members of L(Sw)w. Let l 1,l2 ,l3 ,l4 be a minimal circuit of (Lw,L(Vw)w). 
Choose ai E li\{w} for each i (I~ i ~ 4). The quad containing l 1,l3 is 
= {l E L 
w 
d (l,L(<l. 1 ,l.>) ) ~ I for each i} = w 1.+ 1. w 
= {zw z E r(x) and d(z,aiai+l) ~ I for each i} = 
= {zw 
1.n view of Corollary 3. IO (i). Conversely, if S is a symp on w, there is 
.L .L 
u E r 2 (w) such that u n w is a generalized quadrangle. Take a minimal 
4-circuit'all,a2,a3,a4 in u.L n w.L and define li = aiw. Then 
by the same argument as above. This establishes the claim that L(S) is 
WW 
the collection of quads of (L ,L(V ) ) • 
w w w 
Let l,m EL be two lines of distance 2 with respect to d , and let 
w w 
n E Lx satisfy dw(n,l) = dw(n,m) = I. Taking a 1 El, a 2 En, a3 Em, all 
distinct from w, we get a 1 f. a~ and n Sa~ n at so that a 1,a3 is a symp 
pair. It follows that l,m are in the quad L(S(a1,a3)w)w. 
Thus all hypotheses of Lemma 3.3 are satisfied. By Lemma 4.7 two 
quads never intersect in a point of (L ,L(V) ) so that this incidence 
w w w 
system is a classical near hexagon indeed. D 
4.9. LEMMA. Let x E P. If there is exactly one syrrrp S containing x, then 
p = s. 
PROOF. If l EL, then l c S, for any line is contained 1.n at least one symp. 
X 
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Now let y E r(x). Then y ES, as yx s s. We claim that Sis the only symp 
on y. If the claim does not hold, there is a symp T containing y distinct 
from S. As xi n T # 0 and x € T, Lemma 4.5 yields that xi n Tis a line, 
say n, through y. For any w € n, we have w € xi, sow€ S, whence n s Sn T. 
According to Leun:na 4.7, this implies that M =Sn T for some plane M. Take 
i i i 
v E T\M with v En. Then n s x n v, so x,v is a symp pair and v E S(x,v) = 
= S, contradicting v E T\(S n T). This settles the claim that each neigh-
bor y of xis contained in a unique symp, namely S. To end the proof of 
this lemma, use induction on the length of a path from an arbitrary point z 
to x to establish that z ES. D 
4.10. COROLLARY. (P,L) satisfies axiom (M3)d ford€ {2,3}. 
PROOF. In view of Lemma 4.8 we only need to verify that the diameter of 
(L ,L(V) ) does not depend on x € P. But this is a direct consequence of 
X XX 
the above leun:na. D 
Note that if d = 2 in the above corollary, P consists of one symp 
only by Lemma 4.9, so that in fact Pis a polar space of rank 3. Finally, 
d = 3 leads to (P,L) being a metasymplectic space by Corollary 3.5. 
5. CONNECTED METASYMPLECTIC SPACES ARE METAPOLAR 
In this section, Pis a set of points in which three families of sub-
sets L,V,S are distinguished whose members are called lines, planes and 
symplecta, such that P,L,V,S form a metasymplectic space with thick lines 
and such that the incidence system (P,L) is connected. According to Corol-
lary 3.5, also (M3) 3 is satisfied. We shall verify axioms (Fl), ••• ,(F5) in 
order to finish the proof of Theorem 2.3. First of all, (F2) is iun:nediate: 
since any line is in a symplecton by (M3) and since (F2) holds for polar 
spaces of rank 3, it holds for (P,L) by (M2). 
5.1. LEMMA. 
(i) Any plane together with the lines it contains is a projective plane. 
(ii) Given M,N EV such that Mn N is a line, then there is SES 
with M,N S S. 
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(iii) The intersection of two syrrrplecta is either empty, a point, or a plane. 
(iv) If S E S and x,y E P with x i. S and y E x.L n S, then there is a 
unique line.tin Sony such that <l,x> is a plane. 
PROOF. (i) By (M3), any plane 1.s contained in a symplecton, so is a projec-
tive plane due to (M2). 
(ii) Take x EM n N and set .t =Mn N. Then.tis a point of (L ,L(V) ) on 
X XX 
the two lines L(M) ,L(N) , so by (M3) 3 there is a quad L(S) for SES X X X X 
containing both L(M) and L(N) • Now Sis a symplecton as wanted. 
X X 
(iii) Suppose S,T are distinct symplecta and.tis a line in Sn T. By (Ml), 
it suffices to prove that Sn T\.t # 0. For x E .t, the intersection of the 
quads L(S) and L(T) contains the point .t of L and therefore a line, say 
X X X 
L(M) for ME V (see Lemma 3.3). It follows that M ~Sn T, so we are done. 
X 
(iv) Conside(r (L ,L(V ) ) . It is a classical near hexagon by (M3) 3 . By (NS) y y y 
applied to the point, quad pair l,L(S) there is a unique line m on yin S y 
such that <x,m> is a plane. This ends the proof of the lennna. D 
f . +'- .L .L d 'f th . .., t 5.2. · LEMMA. I x,y,z E P sati-sJy z E x n y an 1,, ere i-s no syrrrp1.,ec on 
containing aU three x,y,z, then there are S,T ES with x ES, y ET such 
that S n T 1.:s a plane containing z. 
PROOF. In the near hexagon (L ,L(V) ), the lines xz and yz are points of 
z z z 
distance 3. Let u,v E r 1(z) be such that xz,uz,vz,yz is a minimal path in 
L. Then by Lemma 5.l(i) there is a symplecton Son x,u,z,v and a sym-
z 
plecton Ton y,v,z,u. 
Note that <u,v,z> is a plane as uz,vz are collinear 1.n L. Since Sn T 
z 
contains u,v,z, we are done. D 
5.3. LEMMA. Let a,b,c E P be distinct points forming a clique. Then <a,b,c> 
is a line 01° a plane. 
PROOF. In view of axiom (M2), it suffices to show that all three points are 
in a symplecton. Assume there 1.s no such symplecton. Then Lemma 5.2 yields 
a symplecton S containing band a symplecton T containing c such that 
M =Sn Tis a plane containing a. Notice that b,c i. M. Lemma 5.l(iv) implies 
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that there is a line l through bin S such that <l,c> is a plane. As l,M 
are both in S, axiom (M2) leads to a point z in M such that <l,z> is a plane. 
Now consider a sym.p U on z, c and l, whose existence is guaranteed by 
Lemma 5.l(i). It intersects Tin z and c, so z E c.L by axiom (Ml). If z = a 
then a,b,c EU, contradiction. But if z # a, then <b,za> and <c,za> are 
projective planes as they are contained in Sand T, respectively, so that 
b,c,za are in a sym.plecton (cf. Lemma 5.l(ii)). This establishes the lemma. D 
5.3. COROLLARY. (P,l) satisfies (Fl). 
5.4. LEMMA. If s. E S and x,y E S are of mutu.aZ distance 2., then x.L n y.L s. S • 
.L .L PROOF. Suppose z Ex n y is not in S. Then by Lemma 5.l(iv), there is a 
line l in z.L n Sony such that <l,z> is a plane. Take TES containing 
this plane (such a T exists by M3). As Sn T contains l, it is a plane, 
say M, according· to Lemma 5.I(iii). Of course, x {Mas d(x,y) = 2. As a 
consequence of axiom M2 applied to S, the intersection x.L n Mis a line, 
say m. Now l,m are both in the projective plane M, so they intersect, say, 
in u_. As <x,,m> and <x, u, z> are both planes (use Lemma 5. 3) there is a quad 
L(U) for U ES containing both (<x,m>) and L(<x,uz>) . Thus U is a sym-
x X X 
plecton containing x,m,z. It results that Un T contains m and z. Moreover, 
U = T would imply x,y ET so that S = T by (Ml), and z ES which is ex-· 
eluded. Thus U and Tare distinct and intersect in a plane. Consequently, 
<m,z> is a plane contained in U, and x E <m,z>.L n U. This yields 
x E <m,z> s T and T contains x,y. Again we are led to S = T and z ES. 
This ends the proof. D 
.L COROLLARY. If SES and x E P\S, then x n Sis either empty or a Zine. 
PROOF. If x.L n Sis nonempty, then it is a clique by the above lemma, hence 
a singular subspace. In view of Lemma 5.l(iv), it cannot be a point or a 
plane. Therefore, Sis as stated. D 
5.6. COROLLARY. If x,y,z E P form a aZique and if they are not aZZ three 
.L 
on a Zine., then {x,y,z} = <x,y,z>. 
PROOF. Let SES contain x,y,z (use Lemma 5.3). If u E {x,y,z}.L, then u.Ln S 
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contains the plane <x,y,z>, so that u € S by the above corollary. This im-
L plies u € <x,y,z> according to (M2). We have shown {x,y,z} E <x,y,z>. The 
other inclusion is trivial. D 
L L 5.7. LE:MMA. If a€ P and c € r2 (a) are such that a n c has at Zeast two 
points, then there is a unique sympZecton containing both a,c. 
PROOF. The uniqueness results from (Ml), so we need only prove the existence 
L L 
of a symplecton on a,c. If a n c contains two distinct collinear points, 
this follows from Lemmas 5.l(ii) and 5.3. So we may assume that aL n cL is 
a coclique. Let b,d be distinct points of aL n cL. In view of Lemma 5.4, it 
suffices to prove the existence of a symplecton on any three points of 
a,b,c,d. Using Lemma 5.2, we get symplecton A and C containing a and c 
respectively such that M =An C is a plane on d. By the above remark, we 
need only consider the case where bi Au C. Then l =bin A and m =bin C 
are lines on a and c respectively by Corollary 5.5. Applying (M2) to A,C, 
we obtain points z 1,z2 € M with z 1 € lL and z2 €mi.Moreover, by (P2) for 
C and A, there are y 1 € m n z~ and y 2 € l n z~. Notice that z 1 € bi would 
imply the'existence of a quad in La on ab,az 1, ad so that we are done. 
Similarly for z2 €bi.Thus we may restrict attention to the case where 
d(b,z 2) = d(b,z 1) = 2. Now let s1 be the symplecton containing b,z 1,l and 
let s2 be the symplecton containing b,z2,m. Using Lemma 5.4, we get y 1 € s1 
and y 2 € s2 • But y 1 € m E s2 and similarly y 2 € s 1, so that y 1,y2 € s 1 n s2 • 
Hence y 1 € y~. Since y 1 = y 2 would lead to the existence of a symplecton on 
a,by 1 and c, we may assume y 1 I y2• Also, we may assume z2 i s 1, for else 
L L L d € z2 n a E s1• Now z2 n s1 contains y 1,y2,z 1 so z 1 € y 1y2 by Corollary 
5.5. But then, again, z 1 € bi and the Lemma is proved. D 
5.8. COROLLARY. Axioms (F3) and (F5) hoZd for (P,L). 
PROOF. Suppose x €Pandy€ r2 (x) are such that xi n yL contains at least 
two points. Then they are contained in a symplecton Sas we have just seen, 
so xi n yL is a generalized quadrangle with thick lines. This proves (F3). 
Now let z € yi. If z € S, then clearly d(x,z) ~ 2. Suppose therefore z i S. 
Since y € zL n S, there is a line l in zL n S by Corollary 5.5. Now there 
is w € xi n l by axiom (P2) for S, so that w € xi n zL. This shows that 
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d(x,z) ~ 2, whence (F5). 0 
According to Lemma 5.4, a point is contained in a symplecton if and 
only if it has two mutually noncollinear neighbors in the symplecton. The 
following lemma provides the line analogue of this criterion of containment 
in a symplecton. 
5.9. LEMMA. Given a sympl,eaton Sand two distinct aoUinear points x,y for 
whiah there are distinct rrrutuaUy nonaoUinear u, v e: S with u e: x.1 n S\y.L 
.L .L 
and v e: y n S\x, then x,y e: S. 
PROOF. If xy n SI~' then Lemma 5.4 suffices for the proof. Assume xy s P\S • 
.L .L Set l = x n Sand m = y n S. By Corollary 5.5, l,m are lines on u,v re-
spectively. Thus l Im. If z e: l nm, then L(S) is a quad in L, and L(M) 
z z z 
where Mis the plane <xy,z>, is a line of (L ,L(V)) such that L(M) has 
z z z z 
xz and yz collinear with the noncollinear points uz and vz of the quad. 
As a consequence of (N6), L(M) is in the quad L(S) , so x,y e: Sas wanted. 
z z .l 
Therefore we may assume l nm=~ for the rest of the proof. Let a e: u nm. 
Now ua is a ,point in L of distance 2 from both va and ya (use Lemma 5, to 
a 
derive that u,a,x,y are in a symplecton). Therefore, there is a linen 
through a in <m,y> n u.1. Note that yin because y i u.1. Due to Lemma 5.I(ii), 
there is a symplecton, say T, on u,n,y. But x.l n T contains u and y, so 
.L 
x e: T. Furthermore, v e: <m,y> ~ T and for any we: v n l we have 
.L 
x,v e: w n T, so that wand therefore l is in T. We conclude that S = T 
and that x,y are in S. 0 
5.10. COROLLARY. There is no minimal, 5-airauit in P three of whose points 
are in a sympZeaton. 
PROOF. Let S be a symplecton and let a 1,a2,a3 ,a4 ,a5 be a minimal 5-circuit 
with three points in S. If three consecutive points of the circuit are in 
S, the above lemma, shows that there is a minimal 5-circuit in the polar 
space S, which is absurd. So the proof is reduced to the case where (up to 
.L 
a shift of indices modulo 5) a 1,a2,a4 are members of S. But then a4 n a 1a2 
I~ by (M2) contradicting the minimality of the circuit. This settles the 
lemma. D 
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5.11. LEMMA. (P,L) satisfies (F4). 
PROOF. Assume a 1,a2,a3,a4 ,a5 is a minimal 5-circuit. By Corollary 5.10 there 
is no symplecton on a 1,a2,a3• According to Lemma 5.2 there are symplecta 
S,T such that a 1 ES and a3 ET while M =Sn Tis a plane containing a2 • 
.L .L Again by Corollary 5.10, a4 ,a5 i Su T. Set l = a5 n Sand m = a4 n T. 
Clearly, a 1 El and a3 Em. Since M,l are in the polar space S, there is a 
point z E l.L n M. As z,m are in T, we have w E z.L nm. Of course, z I a 1,a3 
as a 1,a3 i M. Notice that z i l (and z i m) for else there would be a 
symplecton on _a2 ,l,a5 (or a2 ,m,a4 , respectively) by Lemma 5. 1 (ii), contra-
.L .L dieting Corollary 5.10. Thus z i a5 u a4• Denote by Uthe symplecton on 
.L .L .L .L 
z,l,a5• Now z E w n U\a4 and a5 E a4 n U\z , so wa4 is contained in U by 
Lemma 5.9. This, however, leads to the final contradiction (Corollary 5.10) 
that a4,a5 ,a1 are in the symplecton U. D 
Having verified axiom (Fl) in Corollary 5.3, (F2) in the beginning of 
this section, (F3) and (FS) in Corollary 5.8, and (F4) in Lemma 5.11, 
we conclude that the points and lines of any connected metasymplectic space 
with thick lines form a metapolar space. As the same is obviously true for 
a polar space of rank 3 with thick lines, we have established the converse 
of the statement in Section 4, and hence finished the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
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